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CHAPTER 111 ROUTINE BUSINESS 

 

Winnie gave Brian a helpless glance to remind him, but Brian ignored it. "Daddy, let me introduce to 

you. This is Auntie's younger sister and Megan's Auntie. Auntie said that I should also call her Auntie." 

Luke took the initiative to introduce Vanessa to Brian because he also liked Auntie and wanted to show 

off. Brian didn't notice Vanessa before Luke's introduction. He looked up at her and immediately 

frowned. At the first glance, he found that Vanessa looked very similar to Winnie. It could be said that 

Winnie looked just like her when she was 20 years old. Brian didn't speak, and Luke continued to 

introduce. "Auntie, this is my daddy." Vanessa looked at Brian up and down with her bright eyes and 

thought that he was a man who was excellent, handsome, elegant calm and poised. It was obvious that 

he was so powerful that no one dared to offend him as if he were an emperor. Judging from his 

temperament alone, he must be from an unusually seen powerful family and had a very large company. 

"Hello, my name is Vanessa Chambers, the younger sister of Winnie." Vanessa took the initiative to 

greet him. Although it seemed difficult to get along with this man, she felt that he was friendly for no 

reason. "Hello. I'm Win...I'm Luke's father." It was surprised that Brian didn't speak in a cold voice. He 

not only spoke softly and gently, but also nearly said something he shouldn't. If Winnie hadn't pinched 

him on his thigh, he would have definitely said that he was Winnie's lover. "If you find it uncomfortable 

when you live in Winnie's house, just let me know. I'll get another house for you." Brian went on as if he 

were trying to please the younger sister of his wife. Besides, it was a chance for him to move out of the 

apartment on the 18th floor. "It's great to live there. Thank you..." Speaking of this, Vanessa paused and 

looked at Winnie. "Sister, what should I call him?" Winnie thought that she should express her gratitude 

to him, but it would be too cold to just say "thank you". She wanted to call him, but she didn't know 

what to call him. "Oh...calling him Mr. Bennet..." "Call...Call me Brother. Don't call me Mr. Bennet in 

private. It sounds awkward." Brian interrupted Winnie before she finished her words. Just now, Brian 

nearly asked Vanessa to call him sister-in-law, but he stopped himself in time. He wanted Vanessa to call 

him sister-in-law, but he would be embarrassed if Vanessa asked him why. After all, he couldn't admit 

that Winnie had any relationship with him. It seemed that he couldn't even let others know that she was 

the other woman. "Well, I'll call you Brother. Brother, thank you for your concern." Vanessa was happy 

to call him Brother. She must leave a good impression on Winnie's boss the first time she met him, so 

that he wouldn't make trouble for Winnie. She just didn't expect that he, seemingly a person with higher 

status, would be so friendly. Winnie was very surprised after seeing Brian's attitude towards Vanessa. 

After having known Brian for so long a time, she believed that Brian should be extremely indifferent to 

strangers. However, he looked more like a gentle man. She must be crazy. What she had just seen 

wasn't true. She thought that she must had been blind and deaf and what she had just saw was just a 

hallucination. Or the man beside him wasn't Brian, but a man who just looked the same as Brian. "You're 

welcome. Do you need to attend a tutoring class to get to be familiar with the school here?" Brian went 

on asking. Even he himself didn't know the reason why he wasn't hostile to Vanessa at all. "Yes, but 

Winnie had already found one for me. Brother, thank you for your concern." Vanessa thanked him in a 

cheerful way again. "Don't attend that school. I'll get her a best school that offers one-on-one tutoring 

or the best tutors." Brian looked at Winnie and said in peremptory manner. "No, it's inappropriate for 



her to have one-on-one tutoring or be taught by tutors. She has to be in the atmosphere of learning. 

Only in this way can she work harder. Don't interfere with the matter about her tutoring class. I've 

already found one for her." Winnie refused in time because what Brian offered was not good for 

Vanessa. With her ability, it was enough for her to study in a tutoring class. There was no need for her to 

have one-on-one tutoring or find tutors for her. "Then get her a better cram school. Albert, find a cram 

school tomorrow. If you fail to deal with this issue well, I'll dismiss you." Brian said coldly with 

determination in his deep eyes. "Winnie, for my sake, don't refuse his proposal." Albert said flatteringly. 

He could tell that Brian didn't really mean what he said, but he had to help him flatter Winnie. Thinking 

of this, Albert almost laughed. President Bennet was always so cold. Who could foresee that he would 

flatter someone one day? Winnie no longer spoke, but pinched Brian's thigh under the dining table. 

They all kept silent. It could be said that Winnie had acquiesced in Brian's proposal. Vanessa would 

occasionally laugh during the dinner. Seeing this, Winnie was happy. She didn't care about what she said 

and did. She just wanted her to be happy and was no longer in a panic or fear. Brian was very polite 

today, driving the car in person and sending them four home. After he stopped the car, Brian pre-

empted Winnie and spoke before Winnie had a reaction. "Vanessa, go home with Megan and Luke first. 

I want to talk to your Winnie about business." Brian found a high-sounding excuse, so Winnie couldn't 

refuse. "Well, I'll go home with them first. Brother, thank you for your treat." After saying that, Vanessa 

got off the car and then left with Luke and Megan. "If you've any business to talk with me, just tell me 

now. I need to help Vanessa to unpack..." Before Winnie could say the word "suitcase", Brian kissed her 

lips. He kissed her in such a sudden and domineering way that Winnie couldn't resist it. After a long 

time, when both of them couldn't breathe, Brian finally let go of Winnie while gasping for breath. "This 

is the business I want to talk with you." Since knowing that Vanessa would come today, Brian had begun 

to miss her. They were still together in the morning. However, Brian couldn't help thinking about Winnie 

when he thought of being unable to see Winnie freely and when he thought that he couldn't fall asleep 

if he was alone. Therefore, he asked Albert to stay around the building Winnie lived in and finally 

appeared in the western restaurant. "You...You're a hooligan! This is not business!" Winnie blushed and 

scolded Brian shyly. Although she was also unaccustomed to Brian's absence, she was still reserved and 

tried hard to overcome it. Brian was different from her. Having left her for less than a day, he found an 

excuse to find her. Winnie didn't know whether Brian cared more about her than before or he wanted 

to have physical contact with her like kiss. "You agreed, so it's business." After Brian spoke these words 

in a cold and low tone, Winnie was no longer that shy. It seemed that Brian still didn't care about her. He 

kept her in the car purely to do this "routine business". "The business is over. May I leave now?" Winnie 

put on a smile to hide the bitterness. "Go to the villa on the top of the mountain with me." Brian invited 

her. Winnie knew why he wanted her to go there with him. "No, I refuse. I have told you that I won't go 

there anymore. If anything goes missing there, I'll be the suspect." Winnie pretended to be relaxed and 

answered. Thinking of the villa on the top of the mountain, she became even sadder. "Where do you 

want to go? Office or hotel?" It could be tell that Brian really wanted to make love with her. But it wasn't 

entirely because of sexual needs. He had been used to sleeping in the same bed with Winnie. He 

couldn't fall asleep without her. Hearing what he said, Winnie dropped her eyes and put on a bitter 

expression. For Brian, there was no need to take her to a better place than office or hotel. "I don't want 

to go anywhere else today. Vanessa has just come here. I can't leave her alone at home. She has a 

phobia. I'm afraid that she will dislike the strange environment. Find another day. When Vanessa is 

familiar with the environment, just tell me you want me to go to office or hotel with you. I'll definitely 

fulfill my obligation." Winnie finally refused. Now she was affected emotionally. Even if Vanessa wasn't 



in her house, she wouldn't want to stay with Brian. "If you're not accustomed to the room outside, go 

home. You haven't gone home for many days." Winnie added. Then she opened the door, got off the car 

and left. Brian's face was instantly dark. He was unhappy that Winnie refused, but he couldn't do 

anything with her. The next morning. Brian heard a knock on the door the moment he came out of the 

lounge. "Come in."Brian said in a very low and unhappy tone.It was Penny who came in with Brian's 

clothes in her hand as usual."Why are you here?"Brian asked coldly."Klara called me and said that you 

needed clothes, so I come to end you some."Penny said gently. She hadn't seen Brian for many days. 

She missed him, but she couldn't come to see Brian as she wanted for fear that she would annoy 

him."Put it down. You don't have to send me clothes anymore. I've got some clothes in the 

lounge."Brian said in a cold voice and showed no feelings for her. What Penny couldn't accept most was 

that there was disgust for her in Brian's eyes.In the past, Brian also didn't like her, but he didn't hate her 

as much as now. It must be because of Winnie who wouldn't say a good word for her in the presence of 

Brian."Ok. Brian, when will you go home?"Penny asked humbly.She must take revenge on Winnie for 

what she had suffered today."I don't know. You go home first. I have to work now."As Brian spoke, he 

turned and walked to his desk. He didn't even gave the clothes Winnie brought a glance.Penny was 

angry, but dared not show it. Besides, she had to pretend to be obedient."Then I'm going home first. 

Remember to go home."Penny reminded Brian to go home at the risk of his being angry. However, Brian 

just looked at her coldly in silence.Penny finally left. If she stayed a little longer, Brian would definitely 

be angry. He was becoming more and more impatient with Penny. He couldn't explain the reason 

clearly. However, after he met Winnie, he would unconsciously compare Winnie and Penny.After that, 

he found that Penny was even not as honest as a liar.Brian pushed these thoughts away and made an 

internal call."Don't ask Penny to send clothes to me in the future."Brian ordered coldly and 

solemnly."Yes, Mr. Bennet."Feeling puzzled, Klara answered. She didn't know what had happened in his 

office, but she had to obey his order."Mr. Bennet, Albert wants to report his work."When Klara was 

about to put down the telephone, Albert appeared. Therefore, she reported directly."Let him in."After 

Brian put down the telephone, Albert came in."What's the matter?"Brian asked coldly without 

expression."I've found out more about Winnie.""Go on." 
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Hearing that it was about Winnie, Brian became anxious. "Winnie has never been married. She had a 

nominal husband." What Albert said was just like a flash of lightning in the darkness, giving people light. 

And he was the person who waited for the light in the darkness. He was secretly pleased first. Then he 

asked. "What happened?" "I heard that she married someone temporarily to register for kid. That man 

is her classmate and is now abroad. Mr. Bennet, shall I find him to confirm it?" It took Albert great effort 

to find these pieces of information out. He was very puzzled and wondered why Winnie's messages 

were deliberately hidden. Brian pondered for a moment. "You don't have to. I'll find a way to confirm 

it." Brian had a way to do that and he would get the truest and most convincing information. However, 

he was in a better mood after hearing the news. "Anything else?" Brian went on asking. For the first 

time, he expected that Albert would have more news. "I haven't found out anything more about Winnie. 

Mrs. Bennet threw away..." Albert was reporting seriously, but he suddenly interrupted by Brian. He was 

somewhat puzzled. "Don't call Penny Mrs. Bennet in my presence in the future. She doesn't deserve it." 



Brian was agitated when Albert mentioned the word "Mrs. Bennet", so he directly forbad Albert from 

calling Penny "Mrs. Bennet". "Yes, Mr. Bennet...But what should I call her?" Albert didn't know what to 

do and was afraid that Brian would become annoyed when he called Penny in the wrong way. "Just call 

her Penny." "The cell phone threw away by Penny has been restored. Some data was deleted and 

cannot be restored. The rest of the data has been restored." As Albert spoke, he put Winnie's mobile 

phone on Brian's desk. Brian frowned and stared at the phone with sullen eyes. Then he picked it up, 

turned it on and began to search for what Penny wanted. There wasn't nothing but the photos of Megan 

in it. However, Brian was puzzled the moment he saw the picture taken when Megan was just born. He 

enlarged the photo. The child was very thin. Although he was not sure whether the kid in the photo was 

a boy or a girl, he found that this picture was obviously different from the previous one. It meant that 

the kid in the photo wasn't Megan. But who would the kid be if the kid wasn't Megan? If the kid wasn't 

Winnie's child, why did she keep this photo all the time? Could it be that she just liked other people's 

kids? Brian became even more shocked when he saw the next photo. It was a picture of two kids who 

were thin and weak and looked a lot smaller than normal kids. One of the kids was Megan and the other 

one was the kid in the previous picture. In this picture, it was obvious that this kid was a boy. Brian 

looked at these photos repeatedly in doubt. He felt that there was something wrong, but he didn't know 

what was wrong. In fact, it was just a photo and couldn't prove anything, but Brian was upset for no 

reason. No longer looking at the picture, Brian began to search for video. But there wasn't any video in 

the cell phone. It seemed that videos had all been deleted, just like Albert said. At this moment, the 

secretary called in. Albert ended his report and Brian put away the mobile phone which he hadn't seen 

all the information in it. After getting off work in the evening, Brian canceled his appointment and came 

to Winnie's house with an excuse. He entered the password himself and went in the house as he usually 

do, which surprised Vanessa who was sitting on the sofa in the living room. Could bosses of companies 

enter their employees' houses as they wished? Would bosses remember the passwords of the doors of 

their employees' house? "Brother, you come here!" Vanessa stopped thinking about the doubts, stood 

up and greeted Brian with a light smile. "Hmm. Did you go to attend the tutoring class?" Brian asked in a 

low voice. "Yes. Albert went there with me. There aren't many people in the class. There are about 

seven or eight students in the class. Brother, I've asked Winnie to express my thanks to you. I can follow 

this tutoring class." Vanessa thanked Brian politely. She would never forget that Brian had helped her. 

"You're welcome. Winnie performs well in the company. She deserves these benefits." As a matter of 

fact, he did it out of his concern for Winnie. However, he told Vanessa that it was a reward for Winnie's 

work. In this way, it was possible that Vanessa wouldn't think too much and therefore Winnie wouldn't 

be put in a difficult position. However, he didn't realized that Vanessa had become suspicious when he 

opened the door by entering password. "Brother, sit down please. What do you want to drink? I'll get 

some for you." Vanessa led Brian into the living room and asked him to sit down. "I don't want to drink 

anything. Where's Winnie?" Brian looked around, but he didn't saw Winnie. "She goes out to buy some 

food. The kids are doing their homework upstairs. Shall I ask Luke to come downstairs?" Vanessa asked. 

"No, you don't have to. I don't want to disturb them." It was a good opportunity and Brian didn't want to 

miss it. "Vanessa, Luke told me that Megan always wants to see her daddy. Where's her father? Did he 

divorce Winnie?" Brian asked implicitly. This was the reason why he didn't ask Albert to investigate over 

it. "Daddy? Having no daddy? Winnie has never been married." Vanessa just felt surprised when she 

heard Brian's questions, but she found it fun when Brian mentioned the divorce. There were too many 

things that Vanessa didn't know, so she could only tell him something according to her understanding. 

"She has never been married?" Although it was the second time for Brian to hear such an answer, he still 



felt relieved. However, he had more doubts after hearing her saying so. After thinking for a moment, 

Brian went on asking. "According to the personal details Winnie gave to the company, she's divorced. 

Why?" "Oh, Winnie married one of her classmates to register Megan. After Megan was registered, they 

divorced." Vanessa still didn't think much. In her view, it wasn't a secret or something shameful. 

Therefore, she thought it ok to tell others about it. However, Brian was suddenly enlightened after 

hearing the seemingly unimportant words Vanessa said. Winnie had never been married; she had no 

husband at all; it appeared that she wasn't going to remarry. However, there wasn't a kid who had no 

father. Could it be that... "Is Megan adopted by Winnie?" If Winnie had never been married, then there 

were only two possibilities. One possibility was that she was pregnant with her boyfriend's kid and they 

broke up then. However, according to Albert's investigation, Winnie had only one ex-boyfriend--Leo. 

Was Leo Megan's father? Another possibility was that Winnie pitied the baby and therefore adopted 

her. Among these two possibilities, Brian actually hoped that Megan was adopted, although it was 

selfish for him to think so. However, Brian knew that it was impossible because Megan had a face similar 

to that of Winnie. Speaking of Megan's birth, Winnie hesitated for a while before speaking. "Winnie 

gave birth to twins. At that time, we were poor, so we had one baby adopted by others." This time, 

Brian was really shocked. He finally knew who the boy in the photo he saw in Winnie's mobile phone 

was. "Didn't the father of the kids care about them?" "I don't know. At the time, I was sick and in a bad 

state. Aunt Isobel and Winnie concealed something from me."Vanessa knew that she must stop talking 

about this issue. It was the bottom line. If she told Brian this, Winnie would kill her.Brian stopped asking, 

but he felt upset again.Since Winnie gave birth to kids herself, she must have had an intimate 

relationship with someone.Before Winnie came back, Brian left. Before leaving, he asked Vanessa not to 

tell Winnie that he had come.Coming out of Winnie's home, Brian suddenly didn't know where to go. 

There was not a place that felt homey. He sat in the car with the air conditioner on, listening to soothing 

music to relax himself. However, he happened to see Winnie walk to the door of the building with Leo, 

talking and laughing.In an instant, Brian became angry and had the impulse to get off the car to blame 

them for "having an affair".However, he still restrained himself. Now, his mind was also in a turmoil, 

being unable to tell what was true and what was false. If Leo was Megan's father, how could he question 

Winnie?If Megan was Leo's daughter, how long could the relationship between him and Winnie last? 

Would they end their relationship before Wendy Yup came back?He didn't even dare think about ending 

the relationship with Winnie. Therefore, he must find out who Megan's father was.Thinking of this, 

Brian made a phone call to Albert."Winnie gave birth to twins. No matter what means you have to use, 

find out the identity of Megan's father."After putting down the phone, Brian took a deep breath and 

watched Winnie entered the door of the building with Leo.Back in home, Winnie began to cook dinner. 

When Vanessa was here, life was much easier for her. That's because Vanessa could take care of kids 

and cook for her."You're going to attend tutoring class tomorrow. Is everything ready?"Winnie chatted 

with Vanessa while cooking."Yes. Don't worry. I can deal with it."Vanessa was very confident. As a 

matter of fact, she was originally very confident in study. Now, she became even more confident 

because she could attend such a good tutoring class."Sister, thank Mr. Bennet for me. He helped us, so 

we can't act as if nothing had happened."Vanessa spoke in a sensible manner, but there was a hidden 

purpose behind what she said."Oh, you've really grown up and become grateful. Well, I'll thank him for 

you."She was happy that Vanessa's being sensible. As long as there wasn't any difficulty in Vanessa's life 

and as long as she was kind and sensible, Winnie wouldn't feel guilty when she thought of her parents in 

the future."I've grown up. How can I be not sensible? You underestimate me too much. Sister, I'm not 

talking about just saying thank you to him. We should show some sincerity, right?"Vanessa asked 



tentatively."Sincerity? What sincerity?"Winnie didn't think much about it and paid most of her attention 

to cooking, not noticing the weird expression in Vanessa's eyes."We can't say that we have sincerity 

unless we invite him to have dinner at our home. Today, I asked the students of the tutoring class in 

private about the cost. I'm told that it'll cost 100000 dollar to study in the class with less than 10 people 

for a month. Mr. Bennet had paid the tuition fee for us and therefore we owe him a favor. We must 

invite him to have a meal."Vanessa really wanted to thank Brian, but she also wanted to ask Brian to 

come to their home and know what the relationship between him and Winnie was by 

observing.Although she hadn't begun to work, she had never heard that a boss would care about and 

spend so much money on the younger sister of an employee.Her instinct told her that there was 

something wrong, but she didn't know what was wrong. 
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Winnie didn't want to continue this topic because she didn't want Brian to come here. If Brian lost his 

temper with her because she said something wrong, Vanessa definitely couldn't bear it. "Vanessa, don't 

worry. I'll return the tuition fee to Mr. Bennet." "Speaking of money, I have something to negotiate with 

you. I want to sell the house under your name. Then, I want to pay back one million dollar to Uncle 

Romeo and put a down payment on a new house with the rest money. Anyway, I'll buy you a bigger 

house and pay back the loan." Winnie had to negotiate with Vanessa. After all, Vanessa was the owner 

of the house. "No problem, you have the last word. Sister, I'm saying..." Vanessa agreed without 

hesitation. Even if Winnie didn't mention it, she wanted to sell the house to pay off the debt herself. In 

that case, it could be said that she had helped Winnie in paying back the debt. After all, she also had the 

responsibility to pay back the debt. However, she didn't want to talk about the debt now. She wanted to 

ask Brian to have a meal at their home. However, when she mentioned it again, Winnie interrupted her. 

"The current tenant wants to buy our house. Tomorrow I'll go to negotiate over it in detail with the 

tenant. You don't have to go before going through the formalities." "No problem. I'm not going to 

interfere with it. You have the last word. Can we stop talking about this topic now?" Vanessa became 

impatient and found that Winnie was trying to evade this issue. The more Winnie tried to evade it, the 

more Vanessa wanted to explore it to satisfy her curiosity. "Yes. Let's cook." Winnie turned around and 

washed the vegetables that Vanessa had trimmed. She wanted to ignore Vanessa's proposal. However, 

Vanessa was stubborn and insisted on inviting Brian to have a meal with them. "Sister, I propose that we 

should invite Mr. Bennet to have a meal with us. What's your opinion? Even if we'll pay back the money, 

we should thank him." Finding that Vanessa wasn't going to give up, Winnie could only make a 

perfunctory answer. "Mr. Bennet is a boss who is very busy. He has no time to have a meal with us." 

"You haven't even asked him! How do you know that he has no time? I'll make a phone call to him. I'll 

forget it if he is really busy." Before Winnie could say anything, Vanessa directly ran from the kitchen to 

the living room and found Winnie's mobile phone. Winnie failed to stop her in time. Before long, 

Vanessa ran back happily. "Sister, let's cook some delicious dishes. Brian says that he's free and will 

come right away." Having defeated Winnie with her petty trick, Vanessa was very happy and proud. 

"Aren't you unaccustomed to get along with strangers? Why're you so enthusiastic today?" Winnie 

asked helplessly. "I don't want to get along with strangers who're difficult to get along with. However, 

it's easy to get along with Mr. Bennet, so I have to be enthusiastic." Vanessa didn't know the reason, but 



she really quite liked Brian. Although she just called him Brother out of courtesy, she really felt the care 

from an elder brother. Winnie felt more surprised. It wasn't easy to get along with Brian at all! Besides, 

he was not enthusiastic at all! He treated people in such a cold manner! Why would Vanessa say that it 

was easy to get along with him? She couldn't understand Vanessa's thoughts. "Sister, why is he so kind 

to you? Doesn't he go too far when he treats his employee so well?" Vanessa finally exposed her hidden 

purpose. When she asked this question, she noticed the embarrassed expression on Winnie's face. 

"Does he treat me well? I don't think so. He is just like the other bosses, being harsh and arrogant. He 

found a tutoring class for you just because I have a strong working ability and perform well. He does this 

to keep me in his company." Winnie could only explained like this. She really didn't want Vanessa to 

know the relationship between her and Brian. The more people knew it, the sadder she would became. 

Besides, she would have to explain to one more person when she left. These were all burdens for 

Winnie. "I just think that he treat you well. He had dinner with us and naturally sat down beside you. Do 

you believe it was a coincidence for you to meet there? Most importantly, he allows you to live with 

Luke. He wouldn't do so unless he trusts you very much and has a high expectation for you." Vanessa 

didn't believe what Winnie just said. She knew that Winnie had a strong working ability. However, the 

boss of the previous company didn't treat her in this way. Vanessa paused for a while and continued to 

speak. "Sister, don't try to fool me. I'm not a kid anymore. If Mr. Bennet really likes you, I agree with 

your being his girlfriend. I..." Speaking of this, Vanessa suddenly stopped. She realized something very 

important. Luke was Brian's son. It meant that he was married. He had a wife. It seemed impossible that 

he should treat Winnie so well when he had a wife. "Sister, does Brian have a wife?" Vanessa asked 

tentatively. She wanted Winnie to tell her that Brian didn't have a wife or was divorced. "Yes, his wife is 

from a powerful family. We ordinary people will be dwarfed by her." Winnie's answer disappointed 

Vanessa a lot. "Alas, it's too annoying. I..." "Well, don't let your imagination run wild now. Help me with 

the cooking hurriedly, otherwise everyone will be hungry later." Winnie pretended to say in a relaxed 

way. As a matter of fact, she felt even more disappointed than Vanessa. About ten minutes after 

Vanessa made a phone call to Brian, he arrived. This time, he also forgot to knock on the door and came 

in directly. "Brother, you're here!" Hearing the sound of opening the door, Vanessa ran close to Brian 

from the kitchen and greeted him with a smile. Although Brian had a wife and couldn't marry Winnie, 

she still really worshipped Brian. "Hmm. Where's Winnie?" Brian changed into slippers and went in. 

"She's cooking in the kitchen." Vanessa pointed to the kitchen lively with her finger with joy and 

expectations she shouldn't have for Brian in her eyes. "Oh, I'll have a look." After saying that in a deep 

voice, he went to the kitchen directly. Vanessa didn't follow him, but went upstairs to tutor the kids with 

their homework. After Brian came to the kitchen, he turned around and watched Vanessa go upstairs. 

After he was sure that there was no one else on the first floor, he held Winnie into his arms from 

behind. It was a very common move that he had done many times, but Winnie was frightened by him 

this time. "Let go of me. Vanessa will see it." Winnie spoke in a low voice. It was obvious that she was in 

a panic. "She went upstairs just now, so she wouldn't see it." Brian said coldly and just wouldn't let go of 

Winnie. He was afraid that Winnie and Leo would be together again if he let go of her now. Hearing his 

cold voice, Winnie didn't know what to say. She had heard the conversation between him and Vanessa 

when he had just entered the door. At that time, he didn't talk in a cold voice at all. However, when he 

talked to her, his voice was as cold as ice. "She might go downstairs at any moment. Let go of me." At 

this moment, Winnie had calmed down, not because Vanessa was upstairs, but because she no longer 

expected Brian to treat her warmly after hearing his cold voice. Brian kept silent, rubbed his face against 

Winnie's neck for a while, kissed her neck and then finally let go of her. Winnie was relieved. She didn't 



turn around and look at Brian, but continued to cook. "Prevent Vanessa from doubting our relationship. 

There will be a lot of trouble if she knows about it. Besides, you should knock on the door before coming 

in. She's smart, so she will definitely ask me about this." Winnie pointed out the mistake Brian had 

made, but she felt that it was too late. Vanessa was good at observing. She guessed that Vanessa would 

ask her many questions after Brian left. "I'm used to it. Sometimes it's difficult to change a habit." For 

example, he had been accustomed to sleep in the same bed with Winnie. Without her, he couldn't fall 

asleep. "Go to wait in the living room. Dinner will be ready soon." Winnie asked Brian to leave the 

kitchen. She neither wanted Brian to disturb her cooking nor wanted to see him treat her differently. 

However, unexpectedly. "I'll help you with the cooking."As he said, he was about to work."Vanessa had 

prepared everything for me, so I don't need any help now. Just go to the living room and have a rest."It 

was only then that Winnie turned around and looked at Brian, after which she felt distressed 

unconsciously.Brian was hollow-eyed with red blood in his eyes. She could easily tell from his handsome 

face that he was tired."What happened? Were you very busy today? Or are you sick?"Winnie couldn't 

help asking."No, I just can't fall asleep. Hurry up. I'm hungry."Brian suddenly frowned and refused her 

caring about him. Although he felt well when Winnie cared about him. He was afraid that he wouldn't 

be able to be divorced from this kind of care after he was familiar with it.Thinking that it was just her 

wishful thinking, Winnie no longer spoke. Silence fell in the kitchen then.After the dinner was ready, 

Brian said that he wanted to have a drink. Winnie wanted to oppose it, but she bit back the words.He 

said that he couldn't fall asleep. Maybe he could fall asleep after drinking a little wine. Judging from his 

appearance, he really should have a good rest.Vanessa got the wine and poured a glass for Brian. Before 

she put down the bottle, Brian had drunk off.Vanessa immediately poured a glass of wine for him 

again."Brother, drink it later. I want to propose a toast to you."Vanessa poured a glass of drinks for 

herself."Brother, although I just drink drinks, I sincerely thank you very much for finding a tutoring class 

for me and for taking care of Winnie for such a long time."Vanessa said politely and then drank off, 

totally not knowing that her elder sister suffered many grievances after she met him."Good, 

cheers."After say that, Brian drank off the wine again.Drinking on glass of wine after another, Brian 

finally got drunk.Winnie supported Brian to the sofa and made him lie down on the sofa. Then, she was 

ready to get changed."Vanessa, put away the dining table. I have to send Mr. Bennet home.""Sister, how 

could you send him home when he was so drunk. There are spare rooms. What about letting him stay 

here tonight?"Vanessa didn't have a hidden purpose this time. She was purely worried about Brian."Yes, 

Auntie. Just let daddy sleep in his room. Having drunk so much, daddy must feel very uncomfortable.""I 

agree. Don't send Uncle away, mommy."Luke and Megan also pleaded as if only they treated Brian well 

and Winnie was cruel.After taking a deep breath, Winnie finally decided to let Brian stay. After sending 

Brian back to his room, Winnie began to put away the dining table. Not surprisingly, Vanessa came to 

ask her questions."Sister, you told me that he had a wife. But doesn't he go too far when he gets along 

with you? He knows the password, opens the door and comes in himself. He even has a room here. It 

seems that there is something going on between you and him. If his wife knows it, will you become the 

other woman?" 
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This time, Vanessa didn't ask these questions out of curiosity and she wasn't trying to explore what the 

relationship between them was. She was just afraid that Winnie would become the other woman. In her 

opinion, Winnie was a woman who was beautiful and of refinement. These years, many men admired 



her. However, it was difficult for even Vanessa to accept Winnie's being the other woman, not to 

mention Aunt Isobel. "He used to live in this house, so he naturally knows the password. He not only has 

his bedroom here, but also has his studio here. His wife knows that he comes here. So it's unnecessary 

for you to worry about that. I won't have an affair with him." Winnie could only lie to Vanessa because 

she was afraid that Vanessa would can't help telling others this complicates thing after she knew too 

much about it. "In short, you must be careful. I won't ask him to have a meal here anymore. My intuition 

tells myself that he doesn't treat you purely as an employee. He doesn't look at you in the way a boss 

looks at an empl0yee. Being also careful in the company." Vanessa still had a good impression of Brian. If 

he wasn't married or was even divorced, she would hope that Brian could be Winnie's boyfriend. 

However, when she was told that Brian was married, she didn't want Winnie to have an affair with him. 

After all, in that case, Winnie would become the other woman. For unknown reasons, Vanessa had a 

deep-rooted idea that both her parents and Aunt Isobel hated the person who was a home-wrecker 

since she was a child. "Hmm. Don't worry. I'll be careful. It's late. You should go upstairs, wash with kids 

and then go to bed. After all, you have to attend tutoring class tomorrow." Winnie knew all these before 

Vanessa told her, but she still became the other woman. She had no choice. Sometimes she couldn't do 

as she wished. If she could live as she wished, she would rather leave with Megan and Luke. She didn't 

live a happy life here. It could be said that she encountered many difficulties here. Besides, she suffered 

too many grievances and was wronged many times. Sometimes things weren't meant to be. She was 

involved in so many things and was the only one who would be sacrificed. JY went upstairs with two 

kids. It was already late at night when Winnie finished cleaning. Then, Winnie poured a glass of water, 

opened the door of Brian's bedroom gently and crept into the room. After putting the glass on the 

bedside table, Winnie turned around and wanted to leave. However, Brian suddenly embraced her from 

behind. "Ah..." Winnie was so scared that she unconsciously shouted. Before she could react, she had 

been in bed and was held tightly in Brian's arms. "You're awake?" Winnie asked in a daze. She was so 

scared that her heart beat in an irregular way. "No, I didn't drink very much, so I'm not drunk." Brian said 

coldly. He had waited in the bedroom for so long a time that he had lost his patience. He had intended 

to go to Winnie's room after other people were asleep. Unexpectedly, Winnie came to his room. "You 

pretended to be drunk?" Winnie asked in louder voice. She didn't expect that Brian would also play a 

trick like this. "Yes. If I didn't, you would ask me to leave." Brian said openly, not realizing that it was 

wrong for him to do so. "You know how to cheat others now. You've learned it from me. It appears that 

you shouldn't be with me anymore." It seemed that Winnie had been used to calling herself a liar. After 

all, she would feel better if she was called a liar by herself instead of Brian. "Then I should thank you. If I 

hadn't learned it from you, I would have to leave today." Winnie was surprised when she heard his 

reply. "You're becoming glib. I should go back to my room to sleep now." Brian had high body 

temperature, but spoke in cold voice. She couldn't bear it, so she had to flee. However, she failed to 

push Brian away. Considering that she couldn't even make Brian let go of her, how was it possible for 

her to go back to her room? "I get drunk on purpose to stay here. Don't you understand what I want? Do 

you think it possible that I'll let you go after you come to my room?" There was desire in his cold voice. 

Then, he turned over and pressed his body against Winnie's. "Vanessa is here. She is originally 

suspicious..." "I don't care. It'll be better if she knows it. If she knows, I'll just stay here." Then, he could 

fall asleep. "In your dreams! Don't you consider my situation? If Vanessa knows it, what're you going to 

say to explain our relationship to her?" It was not as simple as Brian considered. He didn't take it 

seriously naturally because it wouldn't have any impact on him. In the future, he could still live a happy 

life after getting rid of her. But what about her? She would be under the influence of the unhealthy 



relationship between them all her life. "Can't I tell her that I'm your...boyfriend?" Brian originally wanted 

to say that he was Winnie's boyfriend and that they were in love. But they weren't in love with each 

other. In fact, it was not accurate to call him Winnie's boyfriend, but Brian couldn't think of a word that 

was more accurate. "You have a wife. Boyfriend..." Before Winnie finished her words, Brian kissed her 

lips with strength as if he were punishing her in this way. A moment later, Brian stopped the kiss 

reluctantly. "I've told you many times that I don't have a wife. In your opinion, can't it be said that I 

don't have a wife, unless Penny leave?" Brian said with dissatisfaction. There was a hint of blame in his 

voice. "Yes, I won't admit that you don't have a wife before she leaves." Winnie acted as if she really 

thought like that and that she were not of him. However, she knew that Brian had a beloved woman and 

therefore he wouldn't marry him even if he divorced Penny. "Well, just wait. It won't be long before 

Penny leave." After saying that, Brian kissed her sexy lips again and began to touch her body. Winnie 

wasn't affected by what Brian was doing. She was still thinking about what Brian said. Did Brian give her 

a promise? Did Brian mean that he would be with her in the future? Impossible. Although they had a 

very intimate relationship, they wouldn't be with each other in the future. The next day, Winnie got up 

very early while Brian still slept sweet. It was rare for Brian to have such a sound sleep, so Winnie didn't 

wake him up. After breakfast, she was going to send kids to school and send Vanessa to tutoring class 

passingly. However, Vanessa insisted on taking the subway by herself. Winnie had no choice but to let 

her do as she wished. After arriving at the company, Winnie stayed in her office and concentrated on 

her work. She even didn't know when Brian came to work. In the lunch break, Winnie made a phone call 

to Vanessa, making sure that she had already had lunch in the cram school. Then, she left the office and 

was going to go to the staff canteen to have lunch. When she just got out of the office, Klara came over. 

"Winnie, Mr. Bennet wants you to go to his office." After they quarreled with each other last time, Klara 

always treated Winnie in a very serious manner. Winnie didn't care about that. It didn't matter how 

Klara viewed her or treated her. She just needed to do her own part. "OK, I'll be right there." Winnie 

closed the door and went directly to Brian's office. She opened the door and went in, but didn't find 

Brian there. Seeing that the door of the lounge was open, Winnie went over. The moment she entered 

the lounge, she saw a hearty lunch on the table. Then, Winnie understood why Brian asked her to come 

here. "You know that I didn't have lunch?" "Sit down and have lunch." Before, Brian was lying in bed. 

Now, he got up and walked over. "Well, let's eat together." After setting the table, Winnie ate a 

mouthful of food before Brian sat down. "When did you get up?" Winnie asked as she chewed the food. 

"I didn't get up until the housemaid came to do the cleaning. I was so tired last night. If the housemaid 

didn't come, I would sleep for a longer time." Brian said wickedly. Hearing that, Winnie almost spit out 

the food in her mouth. Last night they made love for three times. So it was possible that he would be 

tired. However, Winnie didn't force him to do so. Why would he say it in such a blunt way? "If you're 

tired, go home and have a good rest. No one will force you to come to work." "It's not up to you 

whether I'll go home or not. But be careful. I'll come to your home at any time."Brian wasn't going to go 

home. Even if he couldn't go to Winnie's home, he would stay in the office or go to the Bennet’s villa 

where his grandfather lived."Eat, stop talking. Don't come to my home today."In case Brian would come 

to her home tonight, Winnie said these words. She didn't want Vanessa to think much. And she wanted 

less Brian to interrupt Vanessa's study.“……”Hearing what Winnie said, Brian kept silent and his face 

darkened. However, he listened to what she said and began to eat.A moment later."I ask you to come 

here to talk about business."As they ate, Brian suddenly said."What?""I acquired MT. You're familiar 

with that company. I want you to give me advice on who I should keep and who I should fire."Brian said 

in a serious way.Brian thought that he was going to talk about her work in the Bennet Group. It never 



occurred to her that Brian would acquire MT.Hearing this, she was stunned there and stared at Brian in 

disbelief with chopsticks in her hand."You acquired MT?"Winnie asked with uncertainty. ，MT was a 

professional software company with all kinds of software. It was also the largest domestic software 

company and had a lot of foreign cooperative partners.It was hard to imagine and believe that such a 

big company should be acquired by Brian."Yes, the acquisition was completed yesterday."Brian said in a 

certain and confident manner."MT is a well-run business. Why would the boss agree to sell it to 

you?"Winnie was puzzled. Why would a boss be willing to sell such a highly profitable 

company?"However profitable a company is, I can acquire it as long as I want to. The amount of money I 

offered is beyond their imagination, so they can't resist the temptation."Brian wouldn't tell her that the 

reason why he acquired MT was that MT refused to allow Winnie to leave. If he told her, it was possible 

that Winnie would have resistance. She always thought in a way different from other women. Brian 

could only conceal the fact from her."You're horrible."Winnie still couldn't calm down. It was a little 

sudden for her to hear this news.After all, she started her career in MT and had worked at MT for four 

years. Although she was unhappy when she worked there, she still had affection for MT.Suddenly, 

Winnie thought of one thing selfishly."Can you fire Daniel?"Since Brian had acquired MT, it would be 

unavoidable that she would have contact with Daniel. If she must have contact with Daniel, she would 

have to overcome a psychological barrier first. She really didn't want to see him anymore."Yes. Can you 

give me some advice now?"In Brian's opinion, since Winnie didn't know that Daniel had been banned by 

him, there was no need for him to tell her this. Anyway, it wouldn't be of any use to tell her this. 
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Winnie had a simple and reasonable idea. In her view, except Daniel, all employees of MT were talents. 

"Yes, I can. Their Chairman won't work for you. You don't need to change any of those senior executives. 

MT won't be able to make such an achievement if they didn't cooperate with each other and work hard. 

It's enough to send a leader there." "Leader? Would you like to have a try?" Brian mentioned it in such a 

sudden way that Winnie stopped the move of putting food into her bowl and became nervous. A 

moment later, she withdrew her hand, put her chopsticks on the table, pretended to be calm and asked. 

"Does that woman come back? Must I leave?" This was the first idea Winnie had when she heard what 

he said. In her opinion, when he asked if she wanted to be the leader, Brian hadn't considered her 

ability, just wanting her to leave B City. There was only one reason for him to do so: the woman he loved 

came back. So, she became the one who got in his way and she should leave. "No, she hasn't come 

back." Speaking of that woman, Brian was not in a good mood. "Then I'm not going. I can develop 

software, but I have neither the talent to run a business nor the ability to be a leader. In short, I'm not 

the right person for that position." After saying that, Winnie stood up. Feeling sad now, she was not in 

the mood to eat. But she still tried to cover the fact that she felt lost. "I'm full. You take your time." After 

saying that, Winnie turned around and left. He shouldn't have a meal with her in that way. In the end, 

she not only was not full, but also felt sad. If that woman came back, Winnie wouldn't accept the job 

Brian found for her. Although she couldn't leave this city, she didn't want to have anything to do with 

Brian after that woman came back. Seeing that Winnie leave like that, Brian felt bad. He could see that 

Winnie wasn't full and that she still wanted to eat more food. But Winnie lost her appetite after hearing 

a word from him. Temporarily, Brian wasn't going to leave Winnie, but he had to make preparations for 



Winnie's future. Winnie used to live in A City and she had worked in MT. In Brian's opinion, it would be 

best for her to work in MT. He wanted to transfer Winnie to MT in the name of the company when 

Wendy came back. It was good for everyone. Most importantly, he could still meet Winnie when he was 

on a business trip. Brian knew that it was selfish to do that, but he would be in a panic and dared not 

face the reality when he thought that Winnie would leave. When he was lost in thought, he received a 

phone call from Penny who asked him to go to her parents' home with her. Brian didn't remember that 

he should go to Penny's parents' home with her today until Penny called to remind him. Although he 

was very reluctant to do so, he still went to the Burns house with Penny after he got off work. They 

visited Penny's parents perfunctorily. After having dinner, they went home. On the way back. Brian had 

drink with Richard and Penny's elder brother in the Burns house, so Penny had to drive the car. Brian 

drank too much wine because he was in a bad mood. He asked Penny to send him to the company. 

Then, he was so dizzy that he didn't notice that Penny was driving in the direction of his home. Penny 

stopped the car when she saw a convenience store on the roadside. "It appears that you're not feeling 

well. I'll get off the car and buy a bottle of water for you." Brian looked around and found that there was 

no a bottle of water in the car, so he didn't stop Penny. He was thirsty now and really needed water. 

After Penny got off the car, he looked at his mobile phone absentmindedly, not noticing what Penny had 

bought. Soon Penny returned and got in the car. "I'll twist off the bottle cap for you." As Penny said, she 

twisted off the bottle cap with force and then handed it to Brian. At this moment, Penny was 

considerate. Therefore, Brian let his guard down. He took the bottle of mineral water and gulped down 

water without thinking anything. When they were almost home, Brian became sleepy and had a 

clouding of consciousness. "Brian, you're too drunk to work. Just live at home tonight. You haven't come 

back for so many days that the servants all asked me where you had been." Penny asked Brian to stay. 

Brian felt dopey and thought that they had arrived at the company, so he agreed without listening to 

what Penny said seriously. "Ok." Penny supported Brian into the house, after which he realized that he 

wasn't in the company. However, he was so sleepy now that he went straight back to his room instead 

of doing anything else. After entering his bedroom and seeing his big bed, he was so sleepy that he took 

off his clothes and directly fell asleep on the bed before washing. After putting the kids to bed, Winnie 

went back to her bedroom. Lying in bed, she couldn't sleep and always remembered what Brian said 

today. After hearing what he said, she had a sense of crisis and felt that that woman might come back at 

any time. Winnie didn't want herself to lose sleep just because of a word from Brian, so she played with 

her mobile phone to distract herself. As she looked at her mobile phone, she suddenly received a 

message. Winnie opened the message. Seeing that it was from Penny, she became intense. Penny sent a 

video to her. Winnie originally didn't want to watch the video, but she still couldn't help opening the 

video in the end. However, it made her heart ache a lot to give the video a glance. In the video, Brian 

and Penny were lying naked to the hips on the bed. The lower parts of their bodies were covered with 

quilts. It seemed that Brian was asleep. Penny lay prone on his body, covering her breast. Seeing such a 

picture, Winnie didn't know how to describe her present mood. She was sad, painful, bitter, and angry. 

At noon today, Brian told her that he wouldn't go home and that he was exhausted. Was he really 

exhausted? If he was exhausted, why was he so energetic just now? If he didn't want to go home, why 

did he lie in a bed with Penny now? Damn Brian. He lied to her. It was he who was a real liar. He said 

that he didn't sleep in the same room with Penny and that he had never slept with Penny. Now, he 

contradicted what he said. Now, he didn't need to make any promises at random anymore. A liar! A liar! 

A greatest arrant liar! Winnie kept cursing Brian angrily in her heart. But what could it change? They was 

a couple. It had nothing to do with her whether they slept together or not. Winnie forced herself to calm 



down. She knew that Penny was showing off and provoking her. But she didn't care. Anyway, Brian was 

neither her husband nor her boyfriend and Penny would be abandoned one day. Winnie looked at the 

title below the video--my husband was extremely handsome even if he was asleep. To be honest, 

Winnie was quite envious of Penny for her being able to call Brian her husband openly and for her being 

universally recognized as the wife of Brian. But she couldn't even be called a secret lover or the other 

woman. She was but a woman who Brian slept with when he was lonely. Therefore, no one cared when 

she was angry or painful. Only she felt sad. Winnie turned off her mobile phone, but she was doomed to 

be awake all night. Brian thought that he couldn't fall asleep here, but he had a probably soundest sleep 

on this night. Before he opened his eyes, he felt that the sun was shining on him and stretched himself. 

Before he fully extended his arms, he touched something. In an instant, Brian opened his eyes and sat 

up with force. He widened his malicious and insidious eyes angrily and looked at Penny who was lying 

beside him inconceivably, his mind going blank in an instant. What happened? Why was Penny in his 

room? What happened between them? Thinking of this, Brian pulled up the covers. Seeing that he was 

naked, he flared up instantly with angry eyes. "Penny, what happened? Explain this to me!"Brian woke 

Penny up in anger.However, Penny looked lazy and happily opened her eyes at this moment."Brian, 

you're awake."Penny knew that Brian was awake. She was frightened a lot when she heard the roar of 

Brian. However, Penny had been fully prepared before she slept in the same bed with Brian. Therefore, 

she didn't open her eyes calmly until her fear subsided."I told you to explain why you're in my 

bed."Brian roared loudly again, frightening others like a male lion that was fighting for territory."I...You 

asked me to come here. It was you who asked me to sleep in your bed. Brian, could it be that you've 

forgotten it? Did you get a blackout drunk?"Penny looked surprised. As she spoke, she sat up. She even 

didn't care when the upper part of her body wasn't covered and her breast was exposed."Cover your 

body."Brian was furious. Her body was exposed in front of him and he couldn't even avoid seeing it. 

However, he felt that Penny was disgusting at this moment and that she was a bad person.Feeling 

scared, Penny hurriedly pulled the quilt to cover her body. Then, she put on an aggrieved 

expression."Brian, it was really you who asked me to come here. We had been married for more than 

four years. Have I ever entered your room without your permission? I was happy that you're finally 

willing to sleep with me. But now, you act as if I had done something wrong."As Penny spoke, she 

lowered her head with tears in her eyes.As a matter of fact, her heart was palpitating at this moment. 

She feared that she would tell him the truth because she was frightened by Brian's anger. She also 

feared that Brian would terminate the contract with the reason that she had broken the terms.Now, she 

felt that she was gambling. If she won, she would have more bargaining chip in the future. If she lost, 

she would leave immediately. It depended on how well she acted whether she could stay or left.Come 

on, Penny! You must seize this rare opportunity."I took the initiative to do it? How could I take the 

initiative to do it after I drank so much wine?"Brian couldn't believe what Penny said. However, he got 

too drunk and really forgot everything.Sleeping in a bed with Penny naked, Brian felt nauseous, thought 

that he had no taste and was guilty of Winnie."Then what do you want me to do? Do you want me to 

say that nothing had happened? This is the truth. How can I lie to you?"Penny got up the courage to be 

assertive, but she dared not say too much."Brian, don't worry. Although it was you who took the 

initiative to do it, I am an adult and I can shoulder the responsibility. Although it's agreed in the contract 

that we can't have physical contact that is too intimate, I won't ask you to be responsible for it because I 

did that voluntarily."Then, Penny got out of bed naked, picked up the bathrobe on the ground, wrapped 

herself with it and then left.She couldn't go on acting anymore. If Brian lost her temper again, she would 

confess. To avoid wasting the effort she made to cheat him, she had to flee first. 
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Brian pulled his already messy hair, feeling very upset. Why did he drink so much wine? Why did he lose 

control of himself and do such a thing after drinking? Who was she? She was Penny, the person he 

hated the most. Why did he just sleep with her? Looking at the clothes, underwear, underpants and 

tissues scattered on the ground, it was difficult for Brian to deny what had happened. On workdays, 

Winnie deliberately dodged Brian in fear that she would accidentally expose her emotion. It seemed 

that Brian also dodged her. In short, they worked on the same floor, but they hadn't met for several 

days. These days, Brian had been trying to figure out a way to deal with Penny. He had to handle this 

matter well before he seen Winnie. In the evening, Brian drove home. Knowing that Brian was back, 

Penny was excited and cooked a lot of delicious dishes. However, Brian felt it disgusting to see Penny 

and was not in the mood to eat. He asked all housemaids to go out, leaving only him and Penny in the 

living room. "Let's put an end to what happened that day. Tell me what compensation you want." Brian 

said coldly, showing no affection. There was obvious distaste on his face. "Brian, I've said that I'll be 

responsible for it myself and that I don't want any compensation. Just let it go and don't mention it 

again." Penny said in a seemingly natural and tactful way, but she didn't feel that way. It made her heart 

ache to see distaste look on Brian's face and hear the tone that was hurtful. But she couldn't show it 

because she didn't want Brian to hate her more. "I can't let it go. So far, I don't know if I really slept with 

you. You're the only person who knows the fact. Since you said that I did, I have to deal with it. Whether 

you want 10 million dollars or 100 million dollars, just tell me. After you receive the money, don't 

mention it to anyone and forget what had happened that day." Brian said coldly and maliciously. Until 

now, he couldn't remember what he had done that day. Therefore, he wanted Penny to forget it 

completely, too. "Brian, you know that I don't need money. You can deal with other women with 

money, but I'm different from them. I'm your wife. I'm..." "Shut up. People believe that you're my wife, 

but you know that you aren't." Penny tried to convince him, tried to perform well and tried her best to 

please Brian, but Brian wasn't touched at all. He interrupted Penny coldly and decisively. "Penny, do you 

think that I don't know your scheme? You'll never be Mrs. Bennet. I warn you. You either take the 

money or have nothing." Brian stood up angrily. Seeing that Brian was stubborn, he hated her even 

more. In his view, only woman like Winnie who understood situation could be with him. And, the sooner 

he left a scheming woman like Penny, the better. "Brian..." "You have two days to consider. You either 

tell me how much money you need or give up the scheme you have in your mind. Otherwise, you'll 

regret it one day." After saying that coldly, Brian directly left, leaving Penny who was very angry and 

resentful. Seeing that Brian leave ruthlessly and then looking at the dinner she prepared carefully, she 

couldn't breathe as if there were something weighed on her mind like a big stone. Suddenly, she turned 

around, came close to the table quickly and angrily pushed all the delicious dishes to the ground. 

Instantly, there was the sound of smashing dishes. But she couldn't vent her anger and resentment in 

this way. Penny broke things in the empty house for quite a while, after which she sat feebly on the sofa 

in the living room. Looking at the mess and thinking about Brian's being ruthless, Penny began to 

scheme again. Brian wanted to put an end to it with money, which would make Penny lose her only 

chance. In four years, it was the first time for her to sleep in Brian's bed. If she failed to get something 

from it, her sufferings in the past four years would be in vain. Now, she understood something. She 

didn't just want Brian to love her. She wanted more. However, her present priority was to consolidate 



her place. To achieve that, she need to have a child. It meant that she had to get pregnant in this month. 

Thinking of this, Brian went back to her room, got changed and drove out. Penny asked Daniel to meet 

her in the bar where they met for the first time. This time, they stayed in a private box. "Mrs. Bennet, 

you promised one thing last time. Why hasn't you done it? I've been waiting for it." After drinking off a 

glass of wine, Daniel asked. "I haven't finished that thing yet. When I get everything done, I'll definitely 

contact you." "Daniel, I don't understand. What's so good about her? You should hang up on her." Penny 

asked in a sinister way. After she promised him that last time, she had been planning. The reason why 

she didn't do anything was that she failed to find the right person to do it. In her opinion, she must do 

bad things in a way that wouldn't cause future troubles. Therefore. She thought it very important to find 

a reliable person to do that for her. "I don't know. Maybe it's the desire to conquer that makes me hang 

up on her. If I have never been able to get it, I would try to get it until I succeed, no matter what price I'll 

pay." Daniel told Penny his greed diplomatically. When Penny asked him what was good about Winnie, 

he wanted to say that Winnie was beautiful, elegant, gentle and generous. In his opinion, even Mrs. 

Bennet was overshadowed by Winnie. He kept it to himself to avoid hurting Penny's self-esteem. Which 

man wouldn't want such an almost perfect woman? "Daniel, think it over. No matter it will succeed or 

not, you're likely to be put in jail. Does it deserve it?" Penny asked again because she had come up with 

a new idea. If Daniel said yes, she could use him. "Yes. I'm not afraid of being put in jail. It doesn't matter 

that I spend a few years in prison. As long as I can taste it, I'm willing to be put in jail." Daniel said in an 

obscene way and didn't take spending years in jail seriously at all. He was not afraid of anything. Now, 

Penny colluded with him. If he was arrested, Penny had to save him. Otherwise, he would tell the police 

that Penny was also involved in it. "Since you said so, I'll help you. Wait for my good news. Cheers." 

After hearing Daniel answer with certainty, Penny realized something. Since there was a person who 

was willing to do that and wasn't afraid of going to court, why couldn't she do that? The next morning. 

The sun was about to rise and it was still cool. There were two people lying naked in a room in a hotel. 

They couldn't feel the wind at all. Daniel turned over and sobered up a little. When he opened his eyes 

slowly, he smiled. Brian, you protected Winnie, but neglected your wife. I failed to sleep with Winnie, 

but I had slept with your wife. Having had an affair with such a super-rich woman, why should he work? 

If he could find some evidence that Penny had done something bad, he would be able to live a wealthy 

and happy life. It seemed that the Lord treated everyone fairly. He also believed these words: when the 

Lord closes one door, somewhere else he opens a window. He didn't get Winnie who had nothing but 

beauty. However, he got Penny who was very rich. It was worth it. Two days later, to make Brian feel 

assured, Penny took the initiative to come to find Brian. In Brian's office."Brian, I have made a decision. 

If you only want to deal with it with money, give me 10 million dollars. After I receive it, I'll forget what 

happen that day."Penny spoke first. After hearing what she said, Brian's expression softened. Seeing 

that, Penny became furious. Was him in such a hurry to dissociate himself from her?The more he acted 

like this, the more she wanted do that. She would like to see how dark Brian's face could be at that 

time."Remember what I told you that day. Don't mention it and forget it."Brian said coldly with anger in 

his eyes. Penny must have understood the situation before she agreed to deal with this issue with 

money. Then, he could handle it with ease."Don't worry. I will forget it and won't tell anyone else about 

it."She would forget what she should forget and remembered what she shouldn't forget."I'll transfer the 

money to you now. I have to work."Brian said in a cold and angry voice with indifference in his eyes. He 

didn't even bother to put on an expression. In his opinion, Penny didn't deserve him doing so.After 

Penny came in the office and before she went out, Brian got rid of her with just a few words. After that, 

Penny had much hatred but had no way to vent. Just at this moment, she saw Winnie go into her office. 



Then, she came in Winnie's office after her.Winnie had hardly sat down in the office chair when the 

door of the office was suddenly opened and then closed again.Penny put on a triumphant expression 

and hid all the anger."Did you see the video I sent to you? How did you feel?"Penny provoked Winnie. 

Seeing Penny act like this, Winnie naturally wouldn't show weakness. Since she had been Brian's lover, 

she was not afraid that Penny would know it."Yes. How was it possible that I didn't see such an ironic 

slogan? Your husband? He never admits that he's your husband in my presence. Besides, do you think 

that it's worth showing off? According to your opinion, you're her wife. Isn't it common for you to sleep 

with him? Why did you show it off to me? Could it be that it was the first time for you to sleep with 

him?"Winnie said these words calmly and didn't said any dirty words. However, Penny felt that she was 

openly humiliated and was hurt a lot."Winnie, you are a shameless bitch! You openly seduce my 

husband. I'll make you pay for it and regret having provoked me!"Penny warned angrily. She was so 

annoyed by Winnie that her eyes were red. If possible, she would kill Winnie now."Penny, don't talk in 

such a dreadful way. After I came back, I wouldn't anything I had done if you hadn't done those things. 

It's you, who are afraid that I will retaliate against you, who take the initiative to provoke me. Just go 

home and think about what you have done, and wonder if everything you did was very bad. Remember 

that you will pay the price sooner or later after you do too many bad things."Winnie still spoke in a 

neither quick nor slow manner, but Penny became furious after hearing these words.Penny suddenly 

said in cold voice with angry eyes. When Winnie wasn't paying attention, she took the opportunity to 

pick up Winnie's laptop and drop it directly on the ground, making a loud sound instantly. Then, she was 

still unsatisfied and stepped on it with force many times."How dare you provoke me? I would like to see 

how long you can be a poser. Winnie, remember that you'll have a same end as this computer if you 

don't stop."Penny stepped on the computer arrogantly and warned her in an angry voice. After that, she 

felt much surefooted. 

Hey, My Twins Babies 

CHAPTER 117 PLAYING A TRICK ON PENNY 

 

At this moment, Winnie didn't get angry, but smiled scornfully. "Why didn't I foresee that you come to 

my office to destroy my computer today? You're afraid after seeing the bad things you did in my phone, 

so you have to use various means to destroy my computer, right?" Winnie asked in a low voice, but 

pointed out Penny's soft spot with a word. "What phone? I don't know what you're talking about." 

Penny denied hurriedly. Seeing that, Winnie smiled more confidently. "Well, you've succeeded now. 

Both this computer and data inside it are destroyed. Now, you won't have a sense of crisis, right? 

However, Penny, this computer belongs to the company. Now, you're stepping on it. How should I 

explain to Mr. Bennet?" As she said, Winnie took out her mobile phone and took several photos quickly 

when Penny wasn't paying attention. "Winnie, what are you doing?" Penny finally realized what had 

happened and took her feet quickly off the computer. "I take some pictures to serve as evidence. When 

Mr. Bennet asks me about this computer, I can explain it clearly with them." Winnie moved to another 

topic quickly. She wanted Penny to believe that all the evidence had gone and saw what Penny would do 

after knowing that. "It's but a computer. How much does it cost? I'll compensate you for it." If Brian 

knew what she had done, she would be warned again. She didn't want Brian to lose his temper with her 

again. "You compensate me for it? How are you going to compensate me? The computer was worthless. 

A new one costs only 30000 dollars or 50000 dollars. However, what about the data I lose in my 



computer? How are you going to compensate me for that?" The more Winnie said, the colder her voice 

became. In the end, she spoke in a very cold voice. "I...I don't know. After all, I don't know how to 

develop software." Penny was somewhat embarrassed and was afraid that Brian would know it. "Oh, I 

forget that you majored in law. Do you know the consequences if you intentionally damage other 

people's property and cause huge losses? Do you know how much money the data in my computer is 

worth? It might be worth a few billion dollars. It's enough to keep you in jail all your life." Winnie 

reproached angrily. She knew that she was exaggerating, but Penny deserved to be scared after Penny 

did that to her computer. "Stop talking nonsense..." Penny wanted to defend herself, but Winnie 

interrupted her. "I will search my data in the database. If I lose some data, I'll sue you. Even if I can't let 

you spend the rest of your life in prison, I'll let you be put in prison for a few years so that you will 

confess and atone for what you have done." "Get out! Get out now!" Winnie said loudly with a stern 

expression, not being as gentle as usual. She would unconsciously became indifferent when she saw 

Penny. Every time she saw Penny, she would think of the scene of Luke's being abused. "Winnie, don't 

go too..." "Get out, now! Or we can go to your husband to talk about it now!" Winnie extended her 

slender arms, pointed to the door and asked Penny to leave loudly. Penny was so angry that her chest 

heaved heavily. She didn't have the chance to finish her words before she was threatened by Brian, who 

was strong. Afraid that Winnie would really go to find Brian with her, Penny had to leave. Today, she 

swallowed the insult. She would like to see if Winnie could be arrogant for a long time. Penny left 

angrily. When she just walked to the door, Winnie stopped her. "Stop. Give me the compensation for 

destroying my computer." Just now, she told Penny to get out. When Penny really left, she stopped her 

and asked her to compensate her as if she wouldn't allow her to leave before she did. It was obvious 

that Winnie was playing a trick on Penny. Penny turned around helplessly and glowered at Winnie with 

malicious eyes. She took out a bank card from her bag and threw it on Winnie's desk. "There is a 

hundred thousand dollars in it. Keep the change. I'll just think that I give it to a beggar." Penny said 

angrily and then turned around. However, Winnie spoke again. "You're indeed a wife of a rich man, 

giving so much money to a beggar. But I'm not a beggar. I'll give Brian the extra money and ask him to 

give it to you. Get out." "Winnie, I will not let you off if you dare to tell Brian this issue." Penny gritted 

her teeth and said. She hated Winnie more than ever. She really wanted to kill Winnie and then threw 

her into the sea now. "It's up to me whether to tell him this or not. If you know that you'll be afraid of it, 

why did you destroy my computer? Since you threaten me like that, I would like to tell Brian this and see 

what he will do with you." Winnie put on a triumphant smile. "Damn bitch!" Penny cursed Winnie and 

then left. "Wait. Being a bitch is better than being a stupid guy. How can I buy a new computer if I don't 

know the password of this card?" Winnie stopped Penny, who turned around and was about to leave, 

for the third time. Besides, her wicked smile became more and more brilliant. "The password is the date 

of my birthday." Penny thought that Winnie was not only a bitch but also a devil at this moment. She 

was a devil that was difficult to deal with. "I'm sorry, but I don't know the date of your birthday. In my 

opinion, you're but an insidious and cunning villain. It's an insult for me to remember your birthday." 

Winnie said. She taunted her both directly and indirectly. In fact, she knew Penny's birthday. They were 

such good friends in the past and she celebrated Penny's birthdays with her every year. How was it 

possible that Winnie would forget it? She just didn't want to remember it. It not only made her sad, but 

also was a burden to her brain. Penny turned around and came back angrily, found pen and paper on 

Winnie's desk and wrote down the password. Penny knew that Winnie was playing tricks on her, but 

now she was in a disadvantaged position. So she could only endure it. "If I can't use the money in it, I'll 

ask your husband for money to buy a better computer. Now, you can get out." Winnie said reluctantly. 



Penny was angry, but she couldn't resist. Klara found that there was a sound in Winnie's office in the 

secretarial room. Seeing that there wasn't anyone around, she came to the door to hear. She didn't hear 

it very clearly, but she was sure that they were quarreling. Klara neither asked about it nor reported it to 

Brian, going back directly to her office. At noon, Brian went to Winnie's office. He had refrained himself 

from seeing her for several days. Now, he finally put an end to this issue. It was time for him to meet 

Winnie now. When Brian was about to open the door and go in, he heard Klara's voice coming from 

behind. "Mr. Bennet, Winnie isn't here." "Where does she go?" Brian turned around and looked at Klara 

seriously. "She said that there was something wrong with her computer, so she went to our company's 

store to buy a new one." Winnie told Klara these words before she left. After hearing what she said, 

Klara understood that the sound was made when the computer was smashed. "Our company will 

prepare computers for employees. Why did she buy one herself?" Brian frowned and asked in 

perplexity. "Winnie said that it was she that damaged it and that she should compensate for it. But it 

seemed that her computer was broken." Klara sowed discord little by little. She hated both Winnie and 

Penny. And she would be happy to see they hurt each other.There was a saying: the third party benefits 

from the tussle. Klara wanted to be the third party who benefited from it. So she was trying to start a 

war between them and let them destroy each other as soon as possible."Who broke it?"Brian suddenly 

spoke in a cold voice."I don't know. In the morning, only Mrs. Bennet has gone it Winnie's office."Klara 

was nearly saying that it was Penny who broke Winnie's computer.Brian no longer spoke. His face was 

dark immediately.He returned to his office and made a phone call to Penny without hesitation."Did you 

break Winwin's computer? Why did you break her computer? What qualification did you have to break 

her computer? Who do you think you are?"Brian reproached her mercilessly.He had warned her many 

times, but she still dared to ignore his warning and did as she wished. If he hadn't promised grandpa, he 

would have driven Penny out of B City."Brian, I'll explain. I didn't deliberately break it. Her computer was 

put on the edge of the desk. After my bag accidentally run into it, it fell to the ground and was 

broken."The moment she heard the first few words Brian said, she knew that Winnie didn't keep the 

secret. Under such circumstances, it was meaningless for her to pretend that she didn't know what had 

happened."Accidentally? Why are you always doing something accidentally? Why do you always go to 

Winwin's office? Didn't I warn you not to make trouble for her? Don't you listen to me?"Brian didn't 

believe what Penny said. Or he didn't believe moral quality."I just went to apologize to her for what had 

happened at the reunion. And I was not going to do anything else. I broke the computer, but I had given 

her money for it. She told me that the computer was worth 100000 dollars, so I gave 100000 

dollars."Penny stood truth on her head. She spoke softly, but she had put on an angry expression.Brian 

called Winnie "Winwin". Did he know that it hurt her like a sword? The more Brian protected her, the 

more Penny hated her."Her computer is worth more than 100000 dollars. The data stored in it is worth 

more than billions of dollars. If she sold it, she could acquire the Burns Group."Brian roared in such a 

loud voice that he almost shattered the bulletproof glass in the office.He was warning Penny indirectly 

that he didn't think that the Burns Group was as important as Winnie's computer and that he could 

acquire the Burns Group with a computer at any time and any place.Although he didn't speak directly 

this time, it was the most obvious warning. The problem was whether Penny would attach importance 

to it and stopped going too far or not.Winnie's computer was not really worth 100000 dollars. Why did 

Winnie ask her to give her so much money? Was it that Winnie was in need of money or that Penny was 

sowing discord?"I'm sorry. I'm sorry. I really didn't know that her computer was so important. I will 

apologize to her. I can apologize to her now. Brian, believe me. I really didn't mean to do it."Penny 

understood his warning. Brian was warning and threatening her with the Burns Group. But she was not 



afraid. As long as she could always be Mrs. Bennet, it was hundreds of times better than being the 

daughter of the boss of the Burns Group.After comparing these two option, she preferred to be Mrs. 

Bennet."Penny, I'm becoming more and more disappointed at you."Brian hung up immediately after 

saying that. He had warned her. If Penny continued to ignore his warning, he would acquire the Burns 

Group faster. 

Hey, My Twins Babies 

CHAPTER 118 EACH TAKES WHAT HE NEEDS 

 

Listening to the beep sound on the phone, Penny was irritated. She threw the phone out. Fortunately, 

the phone fell on the bed. ‘Winnie, Winnie, I didn't expect you to be so mean. Then don't blame me for 

being merciless.’ It took a long time for Penny to calm down. She picked up the phone again and made a 

call. "Dad, how is it going? Why haven't you taken any action after such a long time? They are already 

living together. If you don't take a move, I won't be able to keep my position." Penny asked Wyatt Burns 

eagerly. On the phone, Wyatt was silent for a moment before speaking in a low voice. "It gets already 

now. Don't worry." Wyatt was now investigating Winnie. He must make sure that Winnie had no backers 

before he could take a move. But what was weird was that he couldn’t find Winnie's basic information 

of the last four years. This made Wyatt very puzzled, so he did not start. "Of course you are not in a 

hurry. Anyway, I’m not important to you." Penny heard that her father didn't mean to act immediately. 

She was overwhelmed by her anger in an instant. After saying these, she just hung up the phone. After 

that, no matter how Wyatt called, Penny refused to answer. In her opinion, she had always been alone 

in this world. Even if she returned to the Burns family, even if she found her biological father, her 

biological father did not do anything for her. It seemed that no matter what, she could only depend on 

herself. Then, Penny thought of Daniel again. At this time, only Daniel was standing on the same side 

with her. In the suite of a high-class hotel, Penny was lying naked in Daniel's arms on the bed. "Don't 

look for a job in the future. I will support you." Penny said shyly. Among all the people she knew, the 

only one she could take advantage of was Daniel. She had to tie him tightly until she dealt with Winnie. 

"No. I am a man. I should make money for you." Daniel said hypocritically. In fact, he had long wanted to 

hear it. "It's good that you have this kind of thought, but I don't want you to work too hard. I want you 

to spend more time with me." Both of them had their own thoughts. They all knew their relationship 

was just for benefits. But they could only be cunning so that they could get what they wanted. "Penny, 

what should we do if Brian knows that we are together?" Daniel had learned about Brian's strength. If 

Brian knew about it, he would die. "He won't know. His entire attention is on work. He is always on 

business trips and never goes home. He doesn't even notice it. Don't worry. Even if he knows, he can't 

do anything to you. I’ll help you." Penny said loudly, as if she could settle everything. Brian’s attention 

was on Winnie now. How could he care about her? She was like a concubine who had been forgotten by 

Brian. But she must be more careful. If Brian really knew it, she would be a dead meat. "Let's get down 

to the business. I have already been ready for it. If you are okay, we can start tomorrow." This was the 

real purpose that Penny slept with him. "No problem. It’s fine by me." Not only was there no problem, 

Daniel was even a little excited when he thought that his dream would come true soon. "Okay. Let's 

start tomorrow." After saying it, Penny picked up the cell phone next to her and made a call. After the 

matter was solved, although she felt a little nervous, she was still excited when she thought that Winnie 

would soon be ruined by others. Penny sat up naked. While fiddling with her hair, Penny spoke. "You 



have known Winnie for a long time. Have you met her husband?" Penny had been trying to figure out 

this matter. But until now she had not found any clues. "No. She didn't have husband when she came to 

work. But we all heard that she was divorced. It seemed that her husband did not want her to go 

abroad. Some said that the child was not her husband's, so her husband left her in anger. I don’t know 

exactly the reason." Daniel only heard about these things. For him, it was best for him that Winnie had 

no husband. "..." Penny didn't ask, but got out of bed and went to the bathroom. Penny couldn’t figure 

out one thing. The girl named Megan was the same old as Luke, which meant Megan was born five years 

ago. Winnie had no boyfriend at that time. Besides, it was when Winnie’s parents died. If the child was 

not Leo's, who would be that child’s father? Winnie couldn't hook up with other man in such a sad 

moment, right? But why did someone say that the child was not her husband's? What happened to 

Winnie after returning? After Winnie bought a new computer, she left the company. Vanessa's house 

was sold. In the afternoon, Winnie would sign a simple contract and accept the deposit. It was a busy 

afternoon. After getting everything done, Winnie felt tired. Even her mobile phone successfully powered 

off. After she picked up children home, she unexpectedly saw Brian. When Winnie saw him, she would 

think of the video that Penny had sent to her. She was so angry when she saw him. But children were 

there. In order not to let the children notice that she was a little unhappy, Winnie could only hold it 

back. "Daddy…" "Uncle…" Megan and Luke hadn't seen Brian for several days, so they couldn't help 

rushing to Brian's side excitedly. "Luke, Megan, have you guys been obedient these days?" Brian said 

softly. Since being taught by Winnie, he had not been overly indifferent to children even when he was in 

a bad mood. Just like Winnie said, his attitude could affect children's mood. Luke’s mood had changed a 

lot since he changed his attitude. But his tenderness only showed to these two children. "I’m a good 

boy. Neither of us pissed off Auntie." Luke said happily. "Well, Luke is a good boy." "I didn't piss off 

Mommy, either. Uncle, please praise me too." Megan felt envy. She felt envy when Luke was praised. 

She felt envy that uncle would show such soft attitude to Luke. She felt happy even if she was scolded by 

uncle. Because even if she was scolded, she felt like Dad’s love. "Well. Megan is a good girl." Brian 

smiled and then picked up Megan. These days, he had been avoiding to see Winnie, so he couldn't even 

see the children. Now when he saw the two children, he knew that it was not only Winnie that he 

thought of but also two children. "Uncle, Mommy said you were on a business trip. Did you just come 

back today?" Megan asked sweetly. She felt like she was going crazy because she missed uncle so much. 

Brian was slightly startled. He didn't come here for so many days, but Winnie told the children that he 

was on a business trip? "Yes, I only came back today." Brian glanced at Winnie, only lying to the kids. At 

this time, Winnie put down the handbag and went directly to the kitchen with the vegetables. Since 

Brian's attention was on the two children, she didn't need to pretend. Brian's attention was half on the 

child, and the remaining half had been locked on Winnie's body. When she saw him, she was not in high 

spirits. She only glanced at him after entering the house, and then never looked at him again. After Brian 

talked to the two children for a while, Winnie still did not come out of the kitchen. So Brian went directly 

to the kitchen. "Isn't it a little early to prepare dinner now?"Brian looked at Winnie who was washing 

vegetables and said coldly.Winnie's hand paused. Without looking up, she answered directly."No. When 

the children are hungry and I come to cook, it will be too late. Vanessa is coming back soon. She will be 

hungry after school."Winnie's voice was a little indifferent, without any emotion. But when he 

mentioned Vanessa, Winnie just wanted him to leave now."You told the children that I was on a 

business trip?"Brian didn't know why Winnie was a little angry. He thought that it was just she hadn't 

seen him for many days."Yeah."Winnie answered straightforwardly, but her tone was obviously 

angry."I…""I know that you were not on a business trip. But I don’t know how to answer children's 



question."Although Winnie didn't want to see Brian, she could also see that Brian was deliberately 

avoiding her these days. When she came out of the office and got off the parking lot, she saw Brian 

leaving quickly, which was enough to prove it.Brian deliberately avoided her, so he would not come to 

see the children. What Winnie could do was to lie to children."..."Winnie's words made Brian ashamed. 

How should he explain the fact that he worked on the same floor with her but didn't meet her for a few 

days?"You have already seen children. If there is nothing else, please go back. If Vanessa sees you, she 

will ask me about you again."Winnie started to wash the vegetables while saying, but she still did not 

look up at Brian.If she saw him, she was afraid that she would feel upset. If she saw him, she was afraid 

that his image in her mind would collapse.Although she had thought that Brian did not only have her, 

seeing it with her own eyes made her unacceptable. She felt so painful as if she saw her husband's 

derailment. The pain of being betrayed by Leo four years ago was repeating.Although she knew that 

thinking like that was self-deception, and even though she knew that it was only her who thought so, 

she still felt pain because she couldn't control herself."I haven't seen you for so many days. Why did you 

just want to drive me away when we meet again?"Brian had no patience with Winnie's cold attitude. His 

voice began to be cold."It’s..."Winnie wanted to say, "It's you who are avoiding me", but she stopped 

after she said the word and didn't go on. Because she knew that it didn't make sense if she said that. 

What she was supposed to do was according to the contract and was just to control herself."Nothing. 

Didn't we make a deal that we can't affect Vanessa? I'm sorry. I forgot that this is your house."Winnie 

took a deep breath and finally turned sideways to look at Brian."I sold Vanessa's house. I will get the 

money in two days. At that time, I will buy her a new one. Then let her move out.""I have also prepared 

the fees for Vanessa's cram school. I will transfer the money you give me to your account when the meal 

is ready. Vanessa asked me to thank you."Winnie said calmly. But Brian didn't know why she looked so 

sad.He just asked a question. Why did Winnie have such a big reaction? Repay the money. Ask Vanessa 

to move out. Maybe it was just because she hadn't seen him for many days, then she vented her 

unhappiness to him. 

Hey, My Twins Babies 

CHAPTER 119 SHE CAN CURE MY DISEASE 

 

At this time, Brian remembered that her computer was broken, so he asked about it directly, trying to 

find out the reason of Winnie's indifferent attitude as soon as possible. "Why did you buy a computer? 

Penny made trouble for you again?" Winnie was startled. She didn't expect Brian to know it. She told 

Klara not to tell others. It seemed that Klara still couldn't let go of her. "There are too many people who 

make troubles for me. She is not the only one. By the way, she gave me 100,000, and I bought the 

computer with more than 40,000. The rest is in my bag. I will get it to you. " Winnie said lightly. She was 

about to walk out of the kitchen after shaking the water off her hand. But she was blocked by Brian. "I 

didn't come to ask for money, nor did I come to drive Vanessa away. I just wanted to come to see the 

children and you. I just want to know if you were bullied by Penny. Could you let me finish talking?" 

Brian's voice was angry and cold. He couldn't figure out why Winnie was dissatisfied with him. "I was not 

bullied by Penny. She accidentally knocked off my computer." Speaking of this, Winnie threw off Brian's 

hand. For some reason, Winnie felt sick that Brian used his hand which touched Penny's hand to touch 

her. "You have already seen the children. You don’t have to come to see me. You can go back." Winnie 

didn't need Brian's concern. She didn't want to be shaken by him anymore. It was best for her that Brian 



left here at this time. After Winnie finished speaking, she continued to walk towards the living room. She 

took out Penny's bank card from her bag and then returned to the kitchen to hand the card to Brian. 

"Give it back to her." "I don't care about this. This is you guys’ business. Didn't you say that she didn't 

bully you? You can return it to her by yourself." Brian glared at Winnie and turned around. "If you are 

not afraid that there are some conflicts happening between us when we meet, I can return it to her by 

myself." Winnie shouted. Brian knew that Penny would make trouble for her, but he still wanted them 

to meet. Was this deliberately asking Penny to show off in front of her? Brian stopped for a moment but 

he didn't look back, then left angrily. He felt that Winnie was so weird today. He hadn't seen her for 

many days. His mind was full of her. He couldn't even concentrate on work, but he didn't expect that it 

would be this result when he saw her. Brian took the elevator straight to the first floor. When he got off 

the elevator, he happened to meet Vanessa who had just returned. "Brian, you are here!" Vanessa was a 

little surprised when she saw Brian. She missed Brian a little these days. But she didn't think it was right 

that she said hello with a smile. So she asked casually. "Are you leaving?" "Yes, I come here to see the 

kids. I'm leaving now." Brian had tried his best to hide his anger, but Vanessa could still feel that he was 

in a bad mood. "Oh, goodbye then." Vanessa said goodbye. It was the first time she saw this kind of 

Brian. Before, Winnie said Brian had a bad temper, but Vanessa didn't believe what her sister said. But 

at this moment, Brian was clearly occupied by anger. Although his voice was not so cold, the anger in his 

deep eyes was so intense that Vanessa did not dare to approach him. After Vanessa said goodbye and 

went straight into the elevator, she did not ask Brian to stay as usual, because she didn't want her sister 

to be a mistress. She didn't want to be burned to ashes by Brian's anger. She wanted to keep Brian's 

good impression in her mind. Brian didn't look back. But he was shocked inexplicably when he heard the 

elevator closing. Why didn't Vanessa ask him to stay today? Why was there alienation in her eyes? Brian 

felt so depressed. He had always had confidence in everything, but today he finally encountered an 

insurmountable gap, which was dug out by Winnie for him. Brian came to Kevin's home. "Have some 

drink?" Kevin asked briskly. When Brian came, Kevin had just ordered a takeaway for dinner. Seeing 

Brian's depressed mood, he planned to accompany Brian to drink some to help Brian ease his emotions. 

"Okay." Brian replied coldly. He also wanted to have some drink to ease his mood. He wanted to drink to 

relieve his sorrows. "Red wine?" Kevin continued to ask. "Whisky." Red wine represented romance. 

Brian thought that it was not in line with his mood of chaos at the moment, so he could drink some 

strong whisky so that he didn’t have to think about anything. "Whisky? Don't you have a headache when 

you drink Whisky? No, you can't drink it." Kevin directly rejected it. He didn't want to see Brian suffer. As 

a doctor, he didn't want to see his friend feel headache but he couldn’t do anything. "It's okay. Winnie is 

more effective than you. She can cure my illness." After Brian said it, he realized how much he relied on 

Winnie. For Brian, Winnie was now more important than medicine for headaches. "..." Kevin was 

speechless at this moment. Seeing Brian so depressed, Kevin didn't know how to help him. Kevin 

brought some beer. Compared with Whisky, it would be no problem to drink some beer. "Just drink this. 

I don't have Whisky here." Kevin filled Brian's glass while talking. "Come on, cheers." Kevin knew Brian 

too well. At this moment, Brian wanted to booze. Brian didn't say anything. Then he drank a large glass 

of beer, but the cold and arrogant expression on his face was still bad. "More." Brian ordered. Kevin still 

didn't ask anything. He just filled the cup according to Brian's orders. Then Brian drank the beer up 

again... One bottle of beer was finished in ten seconds. Then the second, the third bottle... It was not 

until five bottles of beer were drunk up in one breath that Brian eased a little. But he still didn't say 

anything, just frowned. "What was going on? Is Wendy coming back or is there something wrong with 

Winnie?" Brian had never had such a downturn in his work and life. Only women would make him look 



like this. Before, the woman was Wendy. Now, it was Winnie. Moreover, Winnie's influence on Brian 

was beyond Kevin’s expectation, which was important than Wendy, but Brian didn't know it. Brian 

looked at the empty wine glass and sighed, but his worries did not diminish. "Winwin." "Are you in love 

with her?" Kevin asked bluntly. In fact, he knew the answer. But he just wanted Brian to see his real 

feelings clearly. "How is it possible? Others don’t know me. You know me. The only woman I love is 

Wendy. Winnie is the woman who resolves my loneliness. If she hadn’t taken care of Luke well, I 

wouldn’t have gotten close to her." Brian denied it bluntly. But he denied too quickly and decisively, 

which made others feel that he was covering up something. "Are you sure?" Kevin asked back. "Yes." 

Brian said surely, but he didn’t look up at Kevin. Only he himself knew how unsure he was."Do you think 

you are fair to Winnie like this? Why is she staying with you without asking for anything?""Why do you 

feel influenced by her? Why...""There is no reason. She is willing to do these. She approaches me for 

some purpose. She wants to get more, so she hasn't made any shots yet."Kevin had too many questions, 

which made Brian even more upset. Brian suddenly looked up and coldly interrupted Kevin. If Kevin 

continued to ask, Brian would be even more at a loss."If you think so, I have nothing to say as long as 

you don't regret it in future."Brian was a little excited, so Kevin did not go on."Drink. Don't let those silly 

things affect your mood."Kevin opened another bottle of beer and filled Brian's glass.Brian didn't pick up 

the wine glass this time, but spoke in a low voice."We haven't seen each other for several days. When I 

went to her house, she drove me away and gave me the money I prepared for her sister's tuition fees. 

The most important thing was that she pulled a long face since I entered her house. I asked her the 

reason, but she didn’t tell me.""The more she is like this, the more upset I am.""Penny went to her 

office. Although I don't know if the two of them had a quarrel, her computer broke. I was only worried 

about whether Penny was embarrassing her, but when I asked her, she didn't say anything. She resisted 

me and resented me. I can't bear her treating me like this."Brian continued the topic. He was depressed 

because of this. So he came to Kevin’s house in order to soothe his depressed mood.If Brian didn't find 

someone to talk about, he would surely get sick."Why haven't you seen each other for several days? 

How it possible that you two did not see each other since you work on the same floor?"Kevin asked, 

hoping that he could help Brian find out why Winnie was angry."..."Speaking of the reason, Brian sighed 

again, feeling that he couldn't drive away his worries no matter how deep his breath was at the 

moment."I slept with Penny. I think...""Wait, what did you say? Did you have sex with Penny?"Kevin's 

eyes widened in disbelief. Brian and Penny had been in marriage for more than four years. But they 

didn’t have anything. How could it be possible that they slept together now?"Are you crazy? Your 

current situation is messy enough. You still go to provoke Penny. If Wendy comes back now, how will 

you choose between these three women?"Kevin questioned angrily. This was not like Brian's style."I'm 

not sure if we have a sex. I was drunk that night. The next morning, she was in my bed. She said we had 

sex. How could I deny it?"Brian's attitude was also very excited. This matter had been in his mind for 

many days. Although Penny promised that she wouldn’t tell others, Brian still felt that the woman lying 

on his bed made him feel sick."Were you drunk? How could you forget everything even if you drink so 

much? Brian, before you lost your memory, before your head got sick, you can drink eight glasses once. 

The most important thing is that you remember everything after you are drunk."Kevin said in disbelief. 

He knew everything about Brian clearly. Brian was good at drinking. Even after he fell ill, he wouldn’t be 

like this."How much wine did you drink?"Kevin continued to ask, with some doubts in his tone."I didn't 

drink much. But I was in a bad mood that day. I have some memories on the way home. After drinking 

some water, I felt dizzy. Then I didn't remember what happened when I returned to the room." 
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CHAPTER 120 SHE IS HIS POISON 

 

Brian's reaction that day was indeed a bit big. Otherwise, he wouldn't forget anything. Brian was 

annoyed when he found that he couldn’t remember anything that day. He disgusted himself from the 

bottom of his heart. Wait, water? The feeling of dizziness that day was the same as the last time Megan 

and Luke were drugged. Could it be... "Is there any problem with water? Did you drink it yourself?" 

Kevin suddenly thought of the key to the problem. "I drank it myself, but Penny helped me unscrew the 

bottle cap. It is very likely that there is a problem with the bottle of water." Brian suddenly felt shocked. 

He picked up his cell phone and called Albert. "I'll send you a location. Go there and check the 

surveillance video." After giving orders, Brian sent Albert the address where he stopped to buy water 

that night. "What do you want to prove? Even if Penny put some medicine into the water, don't you 

dare to guarantee that nothing happened that night?" Kevin said to Brian. He didn't think this was the 

key to solving the problem. "I can't remember what happened that night. But if she really put some 

medicine in the water, it can at least prove that it wasn't me who took the initiative, so that I would feel 

less guilty about Winwin." Brian blurted out unconsciously. After speaking, he realized something was 

wrong. Why did he feel guilty? She was not his wife. So why should she feel betrayed? Brian's words 

made Kevin show a mocking smile. Who just said that Winnie was just to dispel his loneliness? Why 

would he feel guilty if Winnie was just a woman who dismissed his loneliness? ‘Brian, Brian, when can 

you admit your real feeling?’ "Then just wait for Albert's news to see if you should feel guilty to Winnie." 

Kevin finished speaking jokingly and raised his wine glass. "Come on. Cheers." The two clinked their 

glasses and drank. "Oh, don't think about it anymore. Because you avoided her, so she’s angry. Just 

think of a way to coax her." Kevin enlightened Brian. But at this time, Brian was still thinking with 

holding an empty glass. "Winwin is not such a narrow-minded person. I think it has something to do with 

Penny. Could it be that Penny went to her office to show off the matter, and then they quarreled, and 

then Penny broke Winwin's computer?" Brian connected all of these things and found that there was a 

great possibility. If Winnie knew what happened to him and Penny, she would hate his touch, would 

rush him home in a hurry, and didn’t want to look at him. "I think what you said is possible. But we don't 

know what happened between them." Kevin did not rule out such a possibility. After all, he knew better 

what kind of person Penny was. It was very possible that Penny would do such a thing. But through this 

incident, Kevin thought of a more complicated situation. He cleared his throat and continued talking. 

"Brian, now there are only two women. But you have already felt headache. If Wendy comes back, you 

will not be able to deal with it. Hurry up and make these relationships clear. Since you don't have any 

feelings to Winnie, don't get yourself into trouble." As Brian’s friend, Kevin reminded Brian sincerely. In 

fact, the reason why he said that was that he was afraid that Winnie would be hurt. After all, at that 

time, the person who was hurt the most might be Winnie. "But having said that, Winnie is a good 

woman. If she weren't for being with you, I would really like to pursue her." Even in this situation, Kevin 

still teased Brian. "You wish. You'd better not dream it in your dreams, or I will teach you a lesson." Brian 

said domineeringly, as if Winnie was his wife. He would never allow anyone to get close to Winnie. Even 

the person was his best friend. "Penny can't affect anything. I soon figured out a way to separate from 

her. I also told Winwin in advance that I would leave when Wendy came back." Brian had his own 

arrangements for everything. Things like what Kevin said wouldn't happen. "Oh... I really don't 

understand why Winnie is willing to stay by your side. She doesn't want your car, the house, and even 

the tuition fees. But she can take care of the child for you unconditionally. I can't figure it out. Is there 



such a stupid woman in the world?" Kevin raised his glass again after speaking, but at this time he 

noticed something was wrong with Brian. "What's wrong? Is it a headache?" Kevin stood up anxiously. 

Before he could walk to Brian's side, Brian dropped his glass and lay on the dining table painfully. "My... 

medicine is in the car." Brian exhausted all his strength before saying a single intermittent sentence. 

"You can't take medicine now. I will take you to the bedroom to lie down." Kevin felt powerless again. 

This time, it might be the worst. Because Brian couldn't take medicine. Kevin didn't know when Brian’s 

hurt would last. Kevin supported Brian to the guest room. When he put Brian on the bed, Brian’s face 

was already pale with pain. Seeing Brian's continuous getting worse, Kevin was a little flustered. At the 

same time, he thought of Brian's words just now. Winnie! At this time, Kevin could only ask Winnie to 

try it. Even if she weren’t the medicine, she could give Brian some comfort and support mentally at 

least. Kevin picked up the phone and called Winnie. "You come to my house right away. Brian has a 

terrible headache." Kevin's words were obviously anxious. Winnie felt so worried. "I'm coming. Where 

your home is? He has medicine. Give him medicine first." Winnie didn't care that she was angry now. 

She didn't care that she was wearing house clothes. She ran out with the car keys without changing her 

shoes. During this process, she didn't put her phone down. She kept talking with Kevin. "He drank a lot 

of alcohol and couldn't take medicine." "Why did he drink? Just give him a massage. Be gentle. Don't use 

too much force." Winnie was even more anxious when she heard that Brian could not take medicine. 

"Okay, I'll give him some massage. Hurry up. I will send you the location link." Kevin hung up the phone 

and tried to massage Brian. "Don't touch me. I'm fine. I can... I can hold on." However, Brian disliked the 

touch of others. So he directly refused. Kevin felt so sorry to watch his friend suffer in pain. Fifteen 

minutes later, Winnie finally arrived at Kevin's house. No one knew how fast she drove the car. It had to 

take 20 minutes at least from Winnie’s house to Kevin’s house. But Winnie arrived here within 20 

minutes. Winnie ran in with barefoot. When she looked at Brian who was rolling on the bed in pain, her 

tears flowed down. "How are you? Can you hold on?" While speaking, Winnie had already run to Brian 

and sat down, and then asked Brian to lie on her lap like the previous two times. She began to give him a 

gentle massage. "Suck it up. You will be well soon." Tears flowed down. But Winnie had to appease 

Brian. Winnie felt so heartbroken at this moment. Compared to the picture of him being with Penny, 

now it was the kind of heartache which was worse than death. Hearing Winnie's voice, Brian lay on her 

lap and felt her soft pressure. Although the pain did not disappear immediately, he was relieved a lot. "I 

can bear it." Brian held on. Hearing the concern in Winnie's voice, if he said that he couldn't bear it, 

Winnie would be even more worried."Well, it will be fine soon."Winnie comforted, but she couldn't 

stand it.Seeing Brian’s pale face, his pale lips, and his frowning, Winnie felt so sorry. She knew that such 

pain was unbearable, which was more painful than death.Her tears were still flowing, but Winnie turned 

her face to one side for fear of tears falling on Brian's face.Although she felt so sorry, she was also a little 

annoyed.Brian knew that he was sick, but why did he drink so much to hurt himself?"Why drink so 

much? If you don't drink it, you'll be fine."Winnie still couldn't help but complain, but her voice sounded 

soft. It didn't seem to blame. It seemed that she was caring about him."I’m in a bad mood, so I drunk 

it."Brian endured the pain and replied. At this time, he felt that it would be better if he said it out."Why 

are you in a bad mood? You don’t have any other thoughts. Why are you in a bad mood?"He was 

waiting for that woman. Why was he in a bad mood and why he didn't treat himself kindly so that she 

felt sorry for him?"Because of you, because you are angry."Brian gritted his teeth and endured the pain. 

If it weren't for Winnie, he wouldn't drink so much. If he didn't drink, he wouldn't have a 

headache."There is nothing inexplicable in the world. Everything is for a reason."Winnie turned her head 

and cried even more sadly."Then you say it out. It won't be inexplicable if you say it out."Speaking of 



here, Brian suddenly stood up and glared at Winnie. At this time, both headaches and drunkenness were 

temporarily covered up by Winnie's words. He just wanted to know why she was angry.When he saw 

Winnie's tears at that moment, he suddenly softened.Winnie turned her face and took a deep breath. 

She wiped away the tears from the corner of her eyes, and then turned her head back with a serious 

face.She was angry. But it was not because of him. It was because she couldn't control her feelings. She 

didn't want to suffer this kind of torment, but she had to bear it again. Who could she tell such pain 

about? If she told Brian, Brian would mock her. Wasn't she making trouble for herself?"Lie down. I will 

leave if you don’t lie down."Seeing Brian enduring the severe pain, Winnie was heartbroken. Otherwise, 

she should leave immediately. He would not have a headache if she walked away and didn’t appear in 

his sight anymore. She was not his medicine. She was his poison.Brian didn't speak any more. He was 

afraid that Winnie would leave, so he hurriedly lay on her lap again, and then stopped talking.Brian 

didn't want Winnie to continue crying, because he would feel so hurt when he saw her crying.Kevin who 

had been standing aside turned and left silently.It seemed that Brian was right. His illness could be cured 

by Winnie. He was so depended on Winnie.Kevin gave Brian a massage, but Brian refused. Brian could 

accept that Winnie gave him a massage naturally. Even though the two people was complaining each 

other, it could be seen that Brian was relaxing little by little. He was distracted, so the pain was not so 

unbearable. 

 


